is next with $70,776, followed by Denmark ($70,082), the U.K. ($59,268) and Germany ($57,345) . i In fact, there are major regional disparities. Whereas the median salary for a software engineer in Berlin, London, and Paris is over $50,000, the equivalent figure in Warsaw is less than half that and just $15,000 in Bucharest. By way of comparison, a software engineer in Tokyo, Japan, earns almost $54,000 on average. MENT in advanced ICT is a must. With an aging population and a shrinking workforce, Europe needs to tap artificial intelligence (AI), 5G wireless connectivity, quantum computing, and other ICT technologies that could drive the next step change in productivity.
To that end, the region can build on a long-standing scientific tradition. Thanks in part to sustained public sector support, Europe is a leading producer of highquality scientific research. Its scientists excel in aeronautics, transport technologies, and energy and construction, based on the number of widely cited publications. carmakers and well-funded start-ups are driving a shift toward electric propulsion and self-driving systems. In Sweden, for example, Northvolt has broken ground on a $4.2 billion factory to produce lithium ion batteries for electric cars. Indeed, European policymakers reckon batteries will be as essential to the automotive industry of the 21 st century as the combustion engine was in the 20th century. The European Commission (EC), the European Investment Bank, and over 260 industrial and innovation stakeholders have joined the European Battery Alliance (EBA), which is now building its first pilot production facilities. The EC estimates Europe will need at least 20 'gigafactories' (large-scale battery cell production facilities) to meet local demand.
Building a CERN for AI
But maintaining its industrial and manufacturing base may require Europe to raise its game in AI and robotics, which promise to drive another industrial revolution. To that end, leading European scientists are trying to establish the European Lab Leading European AI researchers assembled in Montreal last December to announce the establishment of a society to found a cross-national European Laboratory for Learning and Intelligent Systems (ELLIS).
